Creative Grandma

Stitch of the Week
#101
Delicate Baby Shell
Pattern

Chain a multiple of 4 plus 2.

**Row 1:** (Sc, ch 2, sc) in 2nd ch from hook, * skip next ch, sc in next ch, skip next ch, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next ch *, rep from * to * across, ch 1, turn.

**Row 2:** Note: This pattern you will be working in the ch-2 sp of each sc shell st and the sc between each sc shell st this row and throughout.
Sc in ch-2 sp of beg sc shell, (sc shell in next sc between sc shell and next sc shell of previous row, sc in ch-2 sp of next sc shell) across, ch 1, turn.

**Row 3:** Sc shell in beg sc, (sc in ch-2 sp of next sc shell, sc shell in next sc between sc shell and next sc shell of previous row) across, ch 1, turn.

Repeat Rows 2 and 3 for pattern.